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the bloodlands are sometimes treated as a minor subject, as were the soviet massacres in poland. but they are actually the central part of beevors book, and they are about far more than the death of non-combatants. the area, he argues, was deliberately targeted by both the red army and the nazis.
hitler wanted to destroy the center of the polish resistance to german rule, and a secondary aim was to punish the soviet regime for its invasion of the western ukraine and belarus. certainly the official accounts of the siege are very limited and selective, indeed incomplete, but they are essential for

those who want to understand the greater issues of the second world war and those who had not been aware of the scale and savagery of the nazi concentration camps. the war also brought out a new measure of military ruthlessness with the bombing of civilians and the indiscriminate fire that could
only be matched by the japanese in their attacks on the cities of china. the war also created the conditions in which terrorism came to the fore in a new and more deadly form. at the beginning of the war, the wehrmacht inflicted terrible losses in russia on the red army, but in the early 1940s it was
apparent that the germans were seriously short of men and resources. hitler turned to the ss for extra manpower and himmler used his personal guard, the ss-totenkopfverbände, as a special unit to carry out atrocities on a mass scale. these men became known as einsatzgruppen, or mobile killing
squads, who were given plenipotentiary powers to murder jews, communists and anyone else they thought were a threat. much of this material was collected by the nizkor project, which collated ss records of the murder of tens of thousands of people and sent them to archives around the world.
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